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This document is intended as a step by step guide to help house
building companies and ground workers order the correct
concrete mix and, that the correct laying and finishing techniques
are employed.
Concrete mix
The minimum grade of concrete specified for this application is a
C25/30 with a maximum aggregate size of 10 mm. We would
recommend that the concrete should have a minimum sand
content of 47.5% which will aid with the placing and finishing of
the fibre entrained concrete mix.

Fibre type
The only BBA approved fibre for this system that currently meets
with NHBC acceptance is Durus S400 which is to be dosed at 4 kg/
m³ of concrete. Durus S400 complies with BS EN 14889-2 : 2006 and
is accredited by the BBA who are the notified body and they have
issued a certificate of constancy of performance 0836- CPR-14 /
P006. All BBA certified systems must be tested with a macro fibre
reinforced topping. Durus S400 has been used in full scale
structural testing and is approved for loading for both residential
and communal projects.

Workability
The choice of workability is down to the company tasked with
actually laying and finishing the structural concrete topping.

Durus S400 Macro fibre concrete mix

Fibre type Durus S400

Durus S400 Concrete being poured

The suggested workability is as follows:



Flowing Concrete: Slump Flow SF1, SF 2
Normal Concrete: we would suggest a target slump of
consistence Class S3 (100 - 150 mm ) or S4 (160 - 210 mm).

It is not advisable to order a low workability concrete and then to
add excessive amounts of water on site. This will cause the
concrete to suffer from excessive bleed, segregation and lead to
excessive surface dusting and a poor quality surface finish.
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Levelling and finishing the concrete
The concrete ground worker must decide on which method to
use when getting the levels for the concrete topping.
SF1 & SF2
For concrete using SF1 & SF2 the concrete should be dappled as
soon as is practically possible. It is also possible to skip float the
surface of the concrete 20 - 40 minutes after the concrete has
been laid and this will help to make the surface flat and reduce
the number of fibres that may protrude at the surface of the
concrete.
S3 & S4
For concrete using a target workability of consistence class S3
(100 - 150 mm) or S4 (160 - 210 mm) the concrete should be
placed and can be compacted with a wooden tamp, bunion
tube, beam compaction or magic screeder. Other similar
equipment can also be used.
After compaction the concrete should be skip floated. This
operation will help to push any surface fibres down into the
concrete and help create a flat smooth finish. If desired, the
concrete can then be panned and power floated to give a final
finish.

Dappled finishing of Concrete

Skip Float finish pushing down
any surface fibres.

Curing the concrete
For these structural toppings we would suggest that the concrete
is cured as soon as is practically possible using a proprietary spray
applied membrane forming compound.
Always apply a suitable Curing Agent
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UK Technical Sales Areas
Assistance
For any assistance with the concrete mix,
compaction, or the finishing process,
please contact one of the following
people who can all provide technical
support:
Mark Mitchell
National
M: +44 (0) 7801 595581
Thomas Hinch
Northern
M: +44 (0) 7785 616975
Richard Briers
Central
M: +44 (0) 7801 300966
Mike Boggust
Southern M: +44 (0) 7824 015717
Darren Evans
National
M: +44 (0) 7803 239531
Customer service
T: +44 (0) 1482 863777
Also visit our website www.adfil.co.uk to
see all our guidance films.
Disclaimer
Any and all data of this document can be subject to change without notice and are
provided strictly as information only, without charge or obligation and/or without any
warranty or representation whatsoever, express or implied, as to the suitability for any use,
accuracy, reliability or completeness.
Because the use of the data can vary and is beyond our control, the recipient shall assume
full responsibility of his use and we decline any liability or warranty for damages and/or losses
of whatever kind incurred by whomever in connection with or arising from the use, the result
of use or inability to use the data of this document.
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